Biorisk Solutions for the Manufacturing Industry

Manufacturing plants and offices are facing a new type of corporate imperative making it a must to measure and contain biorisk. Protect the health and privacy of your employees. Safeguard your business against liability lawsuits.

THE NEW MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IMPERATIVE

Protect the health of your employees and consumers, while safeguarding your business against liability lawsuits.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

ICI Biorisk Management platform reduces operational disruption, productivity-loss, and healthcare costs with the highest quality internal sensors, software, and optics in thermal imaging.

INVASION OF PRIVACY

ICI solutions ensure hospitality companies are proactive in their pursuit to protect company, guest, and employee sensitive information. Sensitive information and images remain secure and safe.

CORPORATE LIABILITY

Best practices including biorisk solutions like ICI’s platform protect brand value and reputation, while shielding your business from settlements in the millions. Build trust, and communicate intentionality around employee, guest, and community health and safety.

ICI’S BIORISK MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

High accuracy thermal cameras integrate with end-to-end enterprise level services for manufacturing companies.

THERMAL CAMERAS

With over 20 years of experience, ICI’s thermal cameras deliver the most precise solution in the industry. These medical grade cameras measure and contain biorisk at entrances, lobbies, dining areas, and more.

ENTERPRISE SERVICES

ICI’s field-based technicians and partners ensure seamless onsite implementation, calibration, and training. From overnight hardware replacement, certified calibration services to custom solution design, and more.

For more information, contact us: (409) 861-0788 | info@infraredcameras.com | www.infraredcameras.com
The ICI Framework for Evaluating BiOrisk

The Best Way to Get Started

**Process**

Appoint an operator to monitor screening, or let the technology do the work itself.

1. **Self-Service or Attended Stations**
   Attended solutions check temperatures of guests in high traffic areas with ease. Self-service kiosks enable hotel employees and guests to test their temperatures without an operator required.

**Interact**

Customize the way your solutions interact with guests and employees.

2. **Inclusion of Declaration Form**
   Customizable forms are an available addition for kiosk stations. These forms collect critical information of guests and employees.

3. **Touchless or Touch Screen**
   Non-contact functionality is available on our kiosk products — the choice is yours.

**Verify**

Identify individuals with accuracy and speed.

4. **Facial Detection**
   Facial detection software detects faces quickly, resulting in an efficient temperature scan and less time waiting in line for guests or employees.

5. **Facial Recognition**
   Track individuals’ identity within your organization to increase safety and security.

**Notify**

Allow efficient notification with each screen through our alert systems.

6. **Light Alerts**
   Green or red lights indicate whether the person passed or failed the temperature screening test.

7. **Audible Alerts**
   Your system produces an audible alarm when an elevated temperature is detected.

8. **Email & Text Notifications**
   Receive internal email and text notifications when an individual fails a temperature test. This allows employers to take the necessary actions.

**Monitor**

Track activity throughout your lodging with ICI’s innovative features.

9. **Centralized Monitoring**
   Control all your cameras from one centralized location. This ensures seamless integration into current systems and security.

10. **Access Control Card**
    Restrict access to certain doors, rooms, and buildings with our badge control feature.

11. **Printed Badge**
    Once scanned at a self-service kiosk, guests or employees receive a printed ticket. This badge contains their picture, temperature, and screening test result.